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Your office space planning and design determine your work-
flow and the efficiency of your team to accomplish their goals.  
Whether you’re designing a brand new workspace or renovating 
an existing office, creating a space that encourages productivity 
among your team and is comfortable for visitors should be an 
exciting and rewarding experience. 

It can also be quite overwhelming. The Office Furniture NOW! 
team of designers are highly trained to create the most efficient 
solutions for your office. Space planning and design are the foun-
dation for a successful aesthetic and can benefit your business in 
several ways:

Aligns Workspace with Business Goals

The design and furnishings of your office should be conducive 
to the objectives of your company. A newsroom may be best 
suited for an open office to encourage collaboration, whereas a 
call center may need many cubicles in order to minimize outside 
noise during calls.

A skilled office planner will look objectively at the entire organi-
zation, including the office procedures, workflow and technology 
requirements, to develop a layout that best fits the company 
culture and workstyle of the staff.
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Helps Maximize Space

A decade ago, offices were filled with the bulky furniture neces-
sary to support older more cumbersome technology.  The mod-
ern office is more streamlined and open with lower profile elec-
tronics. Contemporary furnishings offer more flexibility within 
your office layout. An office planning professional can provide 
the proper guidance needed to maximize your space with the 
furnishings you have selected, and offer viable solutions to fill in 
any gaps in your plan. 

Improves Employee Productivity

You should periodically re-examine your work flow and see if 
shifting some things around within your workspace has the  
potential to boost productivity among staff. Office planning 
services can provide some valuable solutions. Modern, visually 
appealing office design that incorporates ergonomics can  
significantly improve performance and look effortless to the 
viewer. You know you have a great design when it actually works 
to boost efficiency by enhancing communication in the office.  
The right changes to the layout can help group relevant teams 
closer together for easier sharing of information and ideas.

It has been stated that the open plan workplace may be stifling 
productivity. This revelation comes from recent studies by the 
Steelcase Workspace Futures team, stating that many employees 
in exposed settings seek more privacy to conduct day-to-day 
tasks at a faster, more efficient pace. Space planners can help 
companies with open-plan offices find innovative solutions to 
this dilemma by providing the right balance of interaction and 
privacy.
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Saves Time & Money

Space planning can be an arduous endeavor, particularly for  
medium and small-sized businesses that don’t have the means 
and in-house resources for a team of interior designers.

We provide these services to help speed up the design process, 
which translates to saving money while minimizing stress. Space 
planners can help maximize your office space, provide growing 
room and keep you from moving too soon at more expense. 

While the cost of revamping an office may seem high initially, 
reconfiguring has the potential for an impressive return on that 
investment. Improving the use of space will afford room for  
expansion, promoting efficiency among employees.

Office Furniture NOW! has an experienced space planning &  
design team to help you ascertain the best selection and  
arrangement of office furniture  for your space to ensure the 
continued productivity of your business.
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